
Whitnash Primary School 

Learning, growing and succeeding together 
 

Year 3 Menu Week beginning 30th March 2020 

Spelling  
Find 10 pairs of homophones. 
Learn how to spell them and get 
someone to test you! 
Write a sentence that contains 
each word. 

GPS 
Adverbs. Make a list of as many adverbs 
as you can. What do you notice about 
them all? Is there a pattern in the 
spelling of them? 

English 
Write a biography of William 
Shakespeare. Include his early 
childhood, details of his life and what 
makes him famous. Make sure you 
include lots of detail! 

English 
Write a newspaper report about the 
day Whitnash became flooded. 
Remember to include an introductory 
sentence, at least 1 simile, 1 metaphor, 
a picture and a caption. 

Spelling  
Find 10 words that end in ’ally’ 
e.g. ‘tion’ and ‘sion’. 

 

Maths 
Play maths bingo! Find at least one 

other person to play the game with 

you.  Draw a grid with 8 boxes.  

Choose a times table you need to 

practise (e.g 4 x table) and write 8 

multiples on the grid.  Someone calls 

out a times table question and the 

players can cross it out if they have it!  

Don’t forget to call BINGO when you 

have crossed all the numbers! 

English 
Thinking about the Global Warming 
Write a letter to an adult telling them 
how to save energy.  Think about 
reusing, recycling and reducing the use 
of energy. 

English 
Write a diary about the day an 
Earthquake hit Leamington Spa. 
Remember to include time connectives 
and a simile. 

Maths 

Measure the feet and/or hands of 

everyone in your house.  Put the 

measurements in order.  What is 

the difference between the 

shortest and longest 

measurement? 

GPS 
Conjunctions. Write four sentences 
with ‘if’, ‘when’, ‘because’ and 
‘although’ in a sentence each 

 

Maths 

Using a pack of playing cards.  

Turn over the top two cards.  The 

first person to add them together 

wins the cards.  Repeat until all 

the cards have been used up.  The 

winner is the payer with the most 

cards.  Repeat using subtraction 

and multiplication. 

Maths 

Play Battleships to practise co-

ordinates 
https://nrich.maths.org/6288 

Maths 

How many ways can you make 

£2.23 in coins? 

Maths 

How many multiplication and 

division facts can you write down 

linked to the fact 9 x 3 = 27 

Maths 

Find 12 coins, counters or buttons.  

How many ways can you group 

them into equal groups?  Draw 

your findings. 

Maths 

Draw a range of 2-D shapes to 

make a picture. 

 

https://nrich.maths.org/6288

